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University plans delayed




Stephen Sundborg, SJ informed the
university community thatSeattle
U would be launching the strate-
gic planning process for the next
five years. After months offorums,
studies and deliberations, however,
the specific results ofthe plan were
deemed too comprehensive to be
presented to die Board ofTrustees.
When Sundborg stood before
the board last Thursday, what he
presented were not the specific rec-
ommendations of the five strategic
planning task forces, which called
for a variety of measures ranging
from a tentative $135 million for
new and renovated athletic facilities
to the hiring of more tenured and
tenure-track faculty.
Instead, Sundborg presented
a much broader document that
addressed all of the themes—ac-
ademic excellence, global educa-
tion, Cadiolic character, Division I
athletics and formation for leader-
ship—the Strategic Planning Group
had undertaken.
The Board ofTrustees ultimately
approved a $ 173millionbudget that
addressed these strategic goals in dif-
ferent ways, dedicating funds to the
creation of five new sports, allocat-
ing $605,000 to recruiting student
athletes and Sullivan Scholars, and
making room for 19 new tenure-
track faculty positions.
The specific recommendations of
the five task forces will continue to
be addressed through an extension of
the planning process. Two days be-
fore addressing the board, Sundborg
sat alone on the stage of the Schafer
Auditorium and explained the uni-
versity's decision to extend the pro-
cess to administrators, faculty and
staffat an open forum.
"We thought we could bring it to
a cohesive plan and plug it into the
budget," said Sundborg. Between
the process ofhiring Isiaah Crawford
as provost, the preparations for the
move to Division I, and the "scram-
ble for facilities," however, therecom-
mendations from the planning pro-
cess were too extensive to undertake
in a short period oftime




Margot Richards, assistant coach for the SU women's
basketball team, screams at herteam during a lackluster
performance against Seattle Pacific on Feb. 21.
Students disrupt Albers event
Emily Holt
Protesters object to NAFTA speaker at SU
Senior Staff Writer
Joseph Phillips, dean ofAlbers
school of business and economics,
introduced Rios and laid out the
ground rules for the presentation,
stating that Seattle U protects the
individual right to express one-
self even in the presence of diver-
gent opinions. He said that Rios
was "here for trade" not to talk
about immigration or "climbing
the fences."
Promptly after Phillips stepped
off the stage, three students raised
a banner in front of the stage to
protest Rios's speech.
The students had painted in red
The Albers Center for Global
Business and Seattle University's
International Business Club invit-
ed Sergio Rios, trade commissioner
ofMexico forWestern Canada and
the Pacific Northwest, on Feb. 21
to speakabout Mexico and U.S. re-
lations before and after NAFTA.
Rios spoke to a full crowd in
Schafer Auditorium about the
benefits of free trade and global
markets, but not everyone in the
room welcomed his words.
the words, "NAFTA = Poverty for
the People, Profit for the Rich."
Phillips asked the men to take
down their banner three times
before the students left the audito-
rium in silence.
As Rios continued speaking,
Seattle U students, students from
the University of Washington's
MECHA and StudentLabor Action
Project, and community members
hung a banner reading "Human





Students protested in front of the Lemieux Library on Thursday, Feb. 21, as Mexican trade commissioner
Sergio Rios spoke about international trade issues to a full crowd insidethe Schafer Auditorium.
Admissions selects incoming class
Joshua Lynch
Online Editor
It's that time ofyear again: File
review.
For those who don't work in
the Admissions Office at Seattle
University, that term refers to the
long hours, weary eyes and 35 ap-
plications per day that the admis-
sions staffsees this time of year.
Given that the deadline for
incoming freshmen to apply to
Seattle U was Feb. 1 and that finan-
cial aid decisions need to be made
by the first week ofMarch, admis-
sions counselors, directors and ad-
ministrative assistants find this to
be the busiest time ofyear.
"Everyone's mainly just in
the back reviewing—or taking
files home," says Shea Meehan,
a sophomore anthropology and
humanities major and student
to student representative in the
Admissions Office.
The admissions staff is review-
ing thousands of applications this
month.
Last year, 4,923 people applied
for undergraduate studies at the
university, an 8.6 percent increase
from applications received in 2006.
Of those, 64 percent were admitted
to the university.
With so many students' hopes in
their hands, the file review process is
a weighty one for admissions staff.
Applications are received at the
Enrollment Services Operations
office, where particular applica-
tion information is entered into
the university's computer system.
Applications then make their way
to reviewers' desks.
There begins an intensive look at
the work and information submit-
ted by applicants. Each application
includes several essays as well as at
least two letters of reference that
need to be carefully read. Astudent s
transcript, test scores
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B"The reports from thetask forces were veryrich," said Robert
Dullea, vice president for planning
and head of the strategic planning
process. "They articulated under-
standings of the strategic priorities
that were much more informed and
mature because of the consultation
withthe campus community, as well
as extensive recommendations for
how to move forward on these."
Because the responses given by
the strategic planning task forces
were so sizable, the university
turned its focus toward analyzing
the findings ofeach of the individ-
ual groups. The recommendations
were also used to draft a broader
statementon the future of the uni-
versity, which theBoard ofTrustees
endorsed Thursday.
"Each [of the task forces' reports]
is a full study, a full package. These
reports need to stand on their own
merits," said Sundborg.
Rather than implementing any
specific recommendations now,
the university will work on analyz-
ing and connecting the particular
points brought up by each of the
task forces.
The document approved by
the Board of Trustees calls for an
increase in tenure-track faculty, ef-
forts to hire faculty and staff who
"contribute to our Catholic iden-
tity," and an "emphasis on forma-
tion of leaders who exemplify the
values of Jesuit education" for the
next five years.
"Our new aspiration [...] is that
every SU student will experience
an integrated education for leader-
ship," said Sundborg.
Those in charge of strategic
planning will now use the broad
statement approved by the board
as a template for reorganizing and
refining the task force recommen-
dations. Future strategic planning
projects will be funded by $500,000
from the new budget.
"The task will be to identify
connections and synergies across
all of the recommendations, and
to begin to prioritize those initia-
tives and strategies that can serve
as the critical starting points,"
said Dullea.





According to Sundborg, one of
the university's top priorities will be
to look at the move to D-I—one of
the five task forces was dedicated to
the creation of Seattle University's
D-I program, and $4.4 million of
the university's available budget of
$172 million was invested in ath-
letic programs this fiscal year.
Sundborg said he hopes the ap-
proximate $5 million dedicated to
D-I for the 2008-2009 fiscal year
will allow the university to take a
closer look at the move.
"What kind of university are
we going to be? How is it going
to be a window to the university?"
Sundborg asked. He added that the
move to D-I will surely be the larg-
est issue faced by the university in
the coming years.
The level ofstudent involvement
in the process has been a concern
of several students since the plan-
ning process began in October.
Gretchenrae Callanta, senior psy-
chology major, contributed to
the strategic planning process for
months as part ofthe Formation for
Leadership and thinks the universi-
tywould have done well to seek out
student opinions more actively.
"The university definitely
could have involved more stu-
dents," she said. "There just wasn't
enough buzz and there wasn't
enough information."
Administrators seem to agree,
however, that input from students
on the project was valuable.
"I think the participation ofstu-
dents was excellent," said Dullea.
"The task force chairs were very
impressed by the student mem-
bers, and the recommendations
provided by ASSU and [Graduate
Student Council] were thoughtful
and intelligent."
Callanta's own concern ledher to
conduct a student-run open forum,
which she has since deemed a suc-
cess. However, she expresses a fair
amount of<lisappoit\tment that: tV»*»
recommendations of the task forces
won't be realized immediately.
"From my point of view, it
seemed like the task forces all had
similar recommendations," said
Callanta. "I knew about half of
them wouldn'tbe implemented."
Chris can be reached at
kisselc@seattleu.edu
JessicaIshmael The Spectator
President Stephen Sundborg, SJ, addressed facultyand administra-
tors regarding the strategic planning process on Tuesday, Feb. 19.
news
Seattle University ranked as 10th-safest campus in nation
Mike Baldwin
StaffWriter
On April 16, 2007, a disturbed
student massacred 32 students at
Virginia Tech University before
turning the gun on himself, in the
largest school shooting massacre in
the history of the United States.
The event shook college cam-
puses across the nation, as the per-
ceived tranquility ofhigher-educa-
tion institutions was destroyed.
For many colleges and universi-
ties it became clear that laissez-faire
attitudes toward campus security
left them open to similar attacks
to the one at Virginia Tech.
Seattle U, specifically, saw the
tragedy as a wake up call.
"You never want to say you
learned from those kind of mis-
takes, but we did," said Tim Leary,
senior vice president.
The changes have had a pro-
found effect on the campus. A
Reader's Digest article, prompt-
ed by the massacre at Northern
Illinois University in which five
people were killed, recently named
Seattle U the tenth safest campus
in the nation. The poll that deter-
mined the ranking cited a variety of
different safety areas, ranging from
how many students live in dorms
equipped with sprinkler systems
to whether or not the campus is
equipped with "blue phone" tow-
ers, which act as both emergency
phones and as a medium for ad-
ministrators to alert students ofany
safety breaches.
Seattle University in particular
has placed an increased systematic
and financial emphasis on issues
of safety. The implementation of
the "blue phone" towers, coupled
with campus-wide alert systems,
have given the university a way to
inform students of an emergency
more quickly.
Text messaging was used in a re-
cent case at St. John's University in
New York. After a student walked
onto campus with a loaded shot-
gun, students received text-mes-
sages within eight minutes of the
initial incident, instructing them to
stay in their classes.
"It's pretty robust," said Mike
Sletten, director ofCampus Public
Safety, of the Seattle U system's
ability. "It's impressive."
Seattle U is also equipped with
60 closed-circuit televisions, which,
coupled with the new systems, will
be put to the greatest test to date
when students and faculty partici-
pate in the "Sound Shake" exercise
on March 5. The exercise will in-
volve evacuation of all buildings
and a test ofthe alert systems to see
how quicklystudents are able to re-
ceive informationon what to do in
an emergency.
At the conclusion, safety experts
and staffwill hold an open discus-
sion concerning the exercise and
the overall safety ofthe campus.
"We want to talk about, if this
in fact took place, how prepared are
we?" saidLeary.
Seattle U has also developed
a close relationship with the
East Precinct to help plan for
emergencies. The Seattle Police
Department and the universityhave
developed such good communica-
tion that, as Leary put it, gettingpo-
lice to campus just takes "diepush of
a button."
"We happen to be an urban
university located two blocks
away from the East Precinct,"
said Sletten. "That affords us [die]
strength ofnumbers."
The university has also devel-
oped measures to prevent emer-
gencies from happening in diefirst
place. Despite a close relationship
widi dieSeattle Police Department,
Seatde U does not have an armed
security force on campus, meaning
pre-emptive tactics are especially
important in helping to avoid vio-
lence on campus.
Organizations like the Students
of Concern work closely with ad-
ministrators to help identify pos-
sible problems with students and
work to provide the kind ofsupport
needed to avoid breakdowns that
could result in violence.
Public Safety will soon be ex-
panding its reach off ofcampus as
well. As more and more students
choose to live in off-campus hous-
ing, the need for a more expansive
program has arisen. Programs like
the Night Hawk, which shut-
tles students to and from cam-
pus, are considering widening
their reach.
"We shouldn't have to say 'no' to
a student who wants to be driven
home at night," said Leary.
Public Safety has also beefed up
its full-time staff. Two new posi-
tions were added last year with
another position to be created this
year. Despite the new openings,
the department has lost no less
than three full-time staff members
this year.
Seattle U has also taken financial
measures to ensure basic provisions,
such as drinkable water and food,
in case ofan emergency. Despite all
the planning involving how to alert
students ofan emergency and enact
evacuation plans, Leary stressed the
importance of planning for what
happens in the days following an
emergency as well.
"There are no campuses that can
claim they are totally prepared,"
said Leary. "We just try to be as
prepared as possible."









$500,000 set aside to further analyze strategic plan
febtuary 27,2008
n Inside, Rios said thatMexico has seen greateconomic growth since
NAFTA's formation in 1994. He
called NAFTA an "outstanding
demonstration of what countries
can do together," a demonstration
he argued is required to counter
economic giants like the EU and
China. He noted that five percent
ofMexico is considered wealthy, 18
percent in the upper middle class, 37
percent in the middle class, and 40
percent in poverty, adding that com-
panies must consider these percent-
ages when marketing a product.
He advised business students to
consider the role of research when
entering a new country, to dress ap-
propriately, and to remember that
"there are no feelings" in business.
"We have to forget about feel-
ings and see where the business is,"
said Rios.
Some audience members dis-
agreed on the social meaning of
the statistics regarding poverty that
Rios cited.
When Enrico Martinez, junior
finance major, asked Rios why some
people argue that NAFTA has left
the rich richer and the poor poorer
whileothers claim that NAFTA aims
to raise wages and has decreased
inflation in Mexico, Rios offered
an analogy.
He said that if one is at a party,
and they dance with a pretty girl,
they will say that they enjoyed the
party; if one were to dance with a
less good-looking girl, they would
not enjoy the party as much. He
said that the two dialogues regard-
ing NAFTA arose from different
perspectives.
Audience members followed
this comment with more questions
regarding the low wages that the
majority ofMexican workers earn
and the treatment of women in
"maquiladoras," a Spanish word for
a factory that imports material and
equipment on a duty free system.
Rios replied that "maquiladoras" is
a word used by foreigners who come
to different countries and do not
know the state oflabor sites.
Rios responded torepeated ques-
tions about the effect of NAFTA
on poor farmers, saying "I am not
a policy-maker." He added that
he was the one trying to "do the
dirty job of building businesses
one by one."
Tineke Meeuws, '07 interna-
tional business alum, was the only
one in the room to assert that the
NAFTA's failure lay in the cor-
rupt governments that imple-
mented it, not in the idea of the
agreement itself.
Midway through the discussion,
several girls entered the auditorium
wearing traditional Mexican shawls
and bandanas over their faces. They
walked through the audience hand-
ing out corn husks attached to a
slip ofpaper that cited the human
rights abuses ofwhich NAFTA has
been accused.
According to Sean O'Neill,
sophomore pre-major and one of
the students who raised the banner
at the beginning of the talk, corn
husks are a tangible symbol of the
effects ofNAFTA. He said that U.S.
corn subsidies and NAFTA's con-
striction on the types ofcorn farm-
ersmay grow have hurt the Mexican
corn market.
It was meant to be a
dialogue on trade, but




The girlswore bandanas to stand
in solidarity with workers who had
worn such attirewhen they occupied
factories in Chiapas, Mexico, part of
the 1994Zapatista Uprising, the day
that NAFTA was implemented.
O'Neill and his supporters had
sent out media advisories before
the event and drew the attention
of Real Change, The Seattle Post-
Intelligencer, Univision and Komo
4. He said he was surprised with the
media attention that showed up and
pleased with the reaction invoked.
"During the last minutes of the
event, [Rios] was pressed with issues
that he was not able to answerfrom
economists, students and members
of the community," said O'Neill.
"He couldn't hide behind the blind
figures and economics."
Ismael Fraga-Meizoso, interna-
tional business club board member,
said the club invited Rios to educate
students about what is going on in
the real world.
"We are trying to create stu-
dents who care about society,"
said Fraga-Meizoso.
Phillips said that he was un-
sure of the reaction that Rios' visit
would spark.
"As a business professor, I am
encouraged to hear that [people
consider] the consequences to do-
ing business," said Phillips. "It was
meant to be a dialogue on trade,
but you can't separate that from
human rights."
Martinez pointed out that while
the fliers for the talk placed an em-
phasis on the business effects of
NAFTA, the discussion after Rios'
speech drove the topic to the social
effects of the treaty, adding that it
was a "tricky subject."
AJdo Resendiz, sophomore hu-
manities for teaching major, who
attended the event with members
of No to Oppression! Students
for Immigrant Rights, or NOSIR!
countered that a discussion about
trade naturally included a discussion
about humanitarian concerns.
"When you see howmany people
are suffering in Mexico, there is no
way we can just talk about business
and numbers," said Resendiz, who
moved to the U.S. from Mexico
five years ago. He is from a family
offarmers and said that he has seen
the affects of free trade and global-
ization firsthand.
He added that a discussion of
NAFTA was inextricably bound up
with one about immigration.
"Looking at NAFTA, you see
why people have to come to the U.S.
It is no longer a choice for Mexicans
to come to the U.S. It is necessary,"
said Resendiz, noting how eco-
nomic hardship drives migration to
the U.S.
He noted thatNAFTA affects not
only the economics ofMexico, but
also Mexican culture. Since maize
is such an essential part ofMexican
food and the economy, the inabil-
ity to sell maize changes Mexican
culture, something Resendiz felt
that Rios, who is also Mexican,
overlooked.
He noted that Rios referred to
"the Mexicans," not "we" or "us."
"As students who takes Seattle
U's commitment to social justice
seriously, we felt that [this speech]
did not fit into the mission of the
university," said Resendiz. "I think
the administration understood what
we were trying to say."
Emily can be reached at
holtel@seattleu.edu
Braden VanDragt The Spectator





Preparing to travel anywhere
can be a headache.
And for several study abroad
program faculty leaders, preparing
to take students abroad has come
with some growing pains, too.
"The first year is a little chal-
lenging," said Audrey Hudgins,
assistant dean of the College of
Arts and Sciences, who started
the Internships in Dublin pro-
gram this year. She'll send seven
students to Ireland for professional
work opportunities.
But Hudgins' program is
unique. Other study abroad
trips need at least 10 students
committed—odierwise the trip is
cancelled.
That's the case for assistant
professor Dave Madsen's first
year trip to Greece, despite the
fact 11 students committed to
going abroad.
Though he had the required
number of students enrolled,
Madsen said he didn't have enough
people to make the trip financially
viable. With so few students, his
program would cost more than
$5,000 per person.
The falling value of the
American dollar abroad has put
more financial pressure on pro-
grams, especially tKose Headed
to Europe. The euro is currently
worth $1.48.
Many students cited increased
costs as a reason tostay in the states
for die summer instead.
"I spoke to a number of stu-
dents who attended an informa-
tion meeting," said senior psychol-
ogy major Charles Risner, who
wanted to go to Greece, "and they
all dreaded paying the high cost
of going."
The College of Arts and
Sciences offers scholarships rang-
ing from $350 to $750 for a trip.
Other aid is also available from
Student Financial Services.
The college has more money
to offer than ever before. Last
year Arts and Sciences had just
$5,000 available. With recent ef-
forts to globalize the curriculum,
$20,000 has been dedicated to
study abroad scholarships despite
budget deficits.
But some programs don't leave
financial aid up to the univer-
sity. Marc McLeod has gone to
Nicaragua with students three
times now, and to keep them
involved, he leaves much of the
year of preparation up to them.
Students fundraise $20,000 for the
program and become so invested,
said McLeod, that dropping out
isn't something they consider.
"There is a significant amount
of buy-in beforehand," McLeod
said. "And they have to be willing
to make the commitment."
Ruth White, assistant professor
of social work, leads a trip toBelize.
She keeps costs down by choosing
the cheapest options available that
will still provide a positive experi-
ence for the travelers.
This year the trip will cost
students around $2,000, and
White accepts payments dirough-
out the year. Once students pay
$500 to reserve a spot, she said,
they don't typically drop out of
the program. In fact, the Belize
program has been such a hit, an-
odier week was added in response
to student requests.
"We've been around for awhile,"
said White, "and students flock to
die reputation."
According to professors, it's this
kind of"word ofmouth" advertis-
ing that makes study abroad pro-
grams successful.
But for a number of first
time programs like Madsen's and
Hudgins', there isn't a reputation
to draw students, making it hard
to get numbers in die first year.
"Newprograms don't have that
buzz," said Madsen.
Programs to Berlin, South
Africa and China are all mak-
ing efforts to recruit and go, de-
spite having too few students at
the moment.
The Berlin trip has six of the
12students it needs, said faculty
leader CordulaBrown. That hasn't
discouragedBrown, a Germanpro-
fessor, from visiting classes in order
to recruit more participants.
"I'm very confident," Brown
said, "because I think the quality-
speaks for itself."
But the effort might be too
late. There can be a fair amount
of competition between fac-
ulty leaders recruiting for study
abroad programs, said White. She
starts advertising much earlier
than others.
"I get students early so I'm not
competing with my colleagues,"
said White.
With the Greece program
cancelled, Risner and others are
looking at different study abroad
programs. Sanja Kadric, junior his-
tory major, looks forward to tak-
ing the Greece course next year if
its available.
For Greece hopefuls, the
trip's cancellation was a real
disappointment.
"It's hard not to be jaded after
I got my hopes up," said Libby
Rowan, sophomore humanities
for teaching major.
Associate dean Kathleen La
Voy, in charge of study abroad
programs for Arts and Sciences,
can't agree more.
"Every year it breaks my heart,"
saidLa Voy, "when we have to can-
cel a trip because students did not
sign up or dropped out before the
trip could get off the ground."
Joshua can be reached at
lynchjl @seattleu.edu






Students protest Mexican trade official
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Political clubs feature stories from student veterans
Justin Najar
Staff Writer
Three Seattle University stu-
dents spoke candidly to an audi-
ence of about 30 people regard-
ing their experiences in the wars
in Afghanistan and Iraq during
Your Classmate Went to War, a
recent event held Feb. 20 in the
Schafer Auditorium.
The event was part of the
Support Our Troops Week, orga-
nized by the College Republicans,
Young Democrats, and ASSU.
The first speaker was junior his-
tory major Josh Warren, who enlist-
ed in the Army in 2001 and finished
Ranger training later that year. He
served three tours in Afghanistan
and two in Iraq, and then a year
and a half in the Reserves.
Warren started offhis speech by
saying he joined the Army Rangers
because he was a bored kid from
Wisconsin and thought being a
Ranger would be "a great way to
meet girls." He then described his
training, and time in Afghanistan.
Despite the cultural differ-
ences which some in the western
world have deemed as irreconcil-
able, Warren spoke positively of
his interaction with the people of
Afghanistan people.
"To be honest, the people in
Afghanistan were very nice and
very hospitable, and although their
cultureseems really backward to us,
I really admire a lot of values they
hold," said Warren.
Warren then talked about his
time in Iraq. He told the audience
about his friend Nate, who died in
Ramadi on Sept. 22, 2004 during
a coordinated roadside bombing
and ambush. He described the
initial bombing, which he said
was seen from 15 miles away, and
what it felt like to be caught in the
middle of it.
"At first, you pretty much get
thrown around, because this enor-
mous explosion just went off,
and even though you didn't have
shrapnel pass through because of
the armor of the vehicle, the shock
still throws you around, and knocks
you out," said Warren.
Warren recovered himself and
drove about 50 yards down the
road, but then turned back when
he saw a burning vehicle that was
part ofhis patrol.
Warren said the attackers am-
bushed him as he drove back
to rescue those stranded in the
burning vehicle. He said he
saw Nate hanging out the back.
Warren soon discovered that Nate
was fatally wounded.
"Iknow killing other people and
watching your friends die makes
you different. It doesn't necessarily
make you angry or mad, but you
see the world differently, and when
you comeback to the normal world,
things just aren't as important,"
said Warren.
The second speaker was sopho-
more Krystyn Gleason, who joined
the Army in 2003 and has served
two tours in Iraq. She enlisted in
the Army after her mother needed
to use her college money for sur-
gery to remove a brain tumor. She
was trained as a cook, and during
her first tour, she helped set up one
of tKe biggest dining facilities for
XJ.S. troops in Iraq as a member of
die First Infantry Division.
During her first tour, a soldier
who was serving with her died in
a roadside bomb attack on his way
back from another base he had
driven to as part ofa mission.
During her second tour, she
stuck close to her base and worked
as a supply specialist. During the
year her battalion was in Iraq, it
removed nearly 800 improvised
explosive devices.
"I was just amazed at those
numbers and figures, that we saved
somany people's lives justby doing
that," said Gleason. "The thing is,
yeah, I didn't go out on the road a
lot, but at the same time I still did
my part by making sure they had
the supplies that they needed, that
they were fed."
The third speaker was senior
Mark Martinez. Martinez joined
the Marines in 1995 when he
graduated high school. He served
twice, for a total of 10years.
When he first joined, he told
his recruiter all he wanted to do
was "blow stuff up." The recruiter
suggested that he should be an en-
gineer, but he ended up driving a
bulldozer instead of blowing up
minefields and bridges. After his
first term was over, he re-enlisted
as a tank commander.
Martinez said he served in Iraq
during the initial invasion com-
manding an Ml-Al Abrams tank.
He said at first, he and other troops
were welcomed by the people they
saw, including a little girl in a pink
dress without shoes who had the
tendency to run after his 70 ton
tank as it drove past her house.
Martinez dien told the audience
about a time when he ordered his
tank to fire on an Iraqi tank, and
the aftermath of that experience.
"It's almost unreal because you
do it so many times in training
it's just like second nature to you.
When you do it for real, it doesn't
really seem like you're doing it
until after it's done and you drive
by and you see dead bodies on
the road," said Martinez. "But
that's just the way it goes, and we
did our jobs, and we did our jobs
very well."
The president of the College
Republicans, Kelley Goetz, said
many students may be surprised to
learn that students and alumni of
Seatde University are orhave served
overseas in the wars in Afghanistan
and Iraq. Planning for the event
stretched back to fall quarter.
"It's just kind of to bring more
awareness that these are people
who are making sacrifices, and
they're part of the Seattle University
community, and they should be
recognized for what they do,"
said Goetz.
Goetz said the event was a part
of the larger effort ofSupport Our
Troops Week, which was meant to
raise awareness around the campus
about student veterans.
"I think we tend to forget those
who serve and are fighting for us,
whether you agree with the war or
not, and that was one of the rea-
sons that we paired up with the
Young Democrats to do this," said
Goetz. "We wanted to make it clear
to people this isn't about the poli-
tics of the war. We can't forget the
people who are serving us. They're
the ones that are making the real
sacrifices for us."
Justin can be reached at
najarj@seattleu.edu
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Student war veterans shared their stories Wednesday, Feb. 20, as part of Support Our Troops Week.
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Society of Feminists aims
to boost presence at SU
Sara Bernert
Staff Writer
The Society ofFeminists, through
open forums and events, aims to
educate students on the systems of
power and privilege, especially be-
tween males and females, and what
should be done to increase equality.
The club presents itself as a reflec-
tion of Seattle University's value of
'educating the whole person.'"
"Sex and genderaffects die ways
we interact with the world, and the
ways the world interacts with us.
It's important for our generation to
be aware of this, especially in rela-
tion to the conditions of women;
that is the focus that the Society of
Feminists takes," said the club's co-
president Stephanie Malinowski,
sophomore English and Women's
Studies major.
Malinowski points to the high
ratio ofwomen to men at Seattle
University as further proof for
the necessity of a club like theirs
on campus.
"We need to have a space to
discuss these important issues,"
she said.
While the Society ofFeminists
has co-sponsored several events
with other campus organizations,
MaJinowski admitted that the club
has not put on an events indepen-
dently yet and is "still in a planning
phase." They hope to present several
events later in the year on a variety
of topics, from women's health to
global injustice issues.
For the past several months,
members had been preparing
to attend a conference in North
Carolina, but recently found out
there was no more space available
for their group. Malinowski hopes
the club will be able to go to a dif-
ferent conference in mid-April in
New Orleans: a three-day celebra-
tion for the 10-year anniversary of
V-Day, the global movement to stop
violence against women and girls.
"It sounds very exciting, though
we still need to talk the details over
with the club," said Malinowski.
Acting as advisor for the club is
Maria Bullon-Fernandez, associate
professor of English and director
of the Women's Studies program.
Because of her involvement with
gender issues in the Women's
Studies program, Bullon-Fernandez
said it was only natural for her to
become the club's advisor.
"We support each other," she
said. "I keep the club updated on
what is going on with Women's
Studies, and in turn they let me
know what their plans are."
Bullon-Fernandez feels that the
Society ofFeminists acts as a good
supplement for those involved with
Women's Studies, as well as a way
for other students to become in-
volved with the issues.
"I would hope that it would—
and I believe that it does—offer
an opportunity for both men and
women who are interested in the
issues of gender to create a sense of
community for events and discus-
sion," she said.
The club was first registered in
the fall of 2003 by Ann Schiffer,
then a non-traditional student and
now an administrative assistant at
Seattle University. During spring
quarter of 2003, Schiffer took an
upper level women's theory class and
was inspired by the course profes-
sor, Jennifer Vest [now at UCLA],
to start a club which would focus
on women's issues.
"I hoped that the creation of this
club would create more balance on
campus," said Schiffer. "The one
thing we needed was more space
for women's voices to be heard."
When the group became an of-
ficial club, they immediately began
working on their big event: bring-
ing the "Vagina Monologues" to
campus. While the play often sparks
controversy when it is performed,
Schiffer said it was well received
on campus.
"This university has been very
positive in theirresponse to both the
group and the show," said Schiffer.
"They didn't get in the way and rec-
ognized that, ultimately, the show is
about justice issues. We had great
support from the top down."
The Society of Feminists co-
sponsored the "Vagina Monologues"
with the dramadepartment for four
years, donating the profits from the
production to local women's chari-
ties. Ultimately, the club's connec-
tion with the drama department
dwindled and the leaders who had
started the event graduated, causing
the show to no longer be put on
at SU. Schiffer said the break from
putting on the production has given
the club opportunities to pursue
other goals.
"Without having to worryabout
the show, the officers have had the
chance to increase membership,
work on going to conferences and
really find out what they want to
focus on," she added.
Schiffer continues to act as the
club treasurer but, with the increased
membership and dedication to the
club by its leading officers, she is
now ready to take a step back.
"I helped keep the club afloat,
and now that it's really going, it's
time for the students to decide what
they want to do with it," she said.
Sara can be reached at
bernerts@seattleu.edu
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Troy Murphy, M.A.C.E. '02
Guest Chaplain, Green Bay Packers; Founder, Launchl37,
Green Bay, Wisconsin
LESSON LEARNED: Don't try to define God or yourself.
MY STORY: You don't usually think of a bar as a ministry
setting. But then, I had this conversation one day and God
opened doors.









'Slow food' moving fast on college campuses
Veronica Martin
Volunteer Writer
By now, Seattle University's
campus could have been glistening
with slime. Slime coating the walls
of C-Street, penetrating classrooms,
and even clogging dorm refrigera-
tors. Still, if you look closely, per-
haps youreye will catch a glint while
standing in line for sandwiches or
walking past the on-campus herb
garden. Don't be alarmed, though,
as this slime is from no ordinary
snail. For never before has slime
tasted or looked this appetizing.
The culprit is closer than you
may think: the small, bright green
snail outside ofBuzz Hofford's of-
fice door. A quiet statement in an
otherwise loud world of merchan-
dising and marketing, the tell-tale
Slow Food Movement mascot
leaves its glistening trail through-
out Seattle University, beginning in
the office of the General Manager
ofBon Appetit.
The famous food encyclopedia
"Larousse Gastronomique" sits on
Hoffbrd's shelf, surrounded byother
food-related paraphernalia. Nestled
among thank-you letters and farm-
related pamphlets are a few recog-
nizable C-Street dishes—that ecru
porcelain is easy to identify—left
over from lunch. It's evident that
Hofford'shard work in therealm of
food and environmentalawareness
is not insincere.
But despite efforts from Hofford
and a handful of other students, as
well as an Academic Salon Series
focusing on food awareness, The
Slow Food Convivium—a word
used to indicate specific chapters—
ofSeattle University has yet to orga-
nize and garner sufficient interest.
College campuses are reputed to
have a fast way oflife. Hours slip
by unnoticed, days seem to disap-
pear completely. It can be difficult
to slow down even enough to enjoy
a meal. Enter Slow Food.
"We seek to catalyze abroad cul-
tural shift away from the destructive
effects ofan industrial food system
and fast life; toward the regenera-
tive cultural, social and economic
benefits ofa sustainable food sys-
tem, regional food traditions, the
pleasures of the table, and a slower
and more harmonious rhythm
of life," reads the movement's
mission statement.
Hofford adds another essential
element: "I'm in the convivium
and it's really justabout celebrating
food, getting together over good
food and just having fun."
It all began when a McDonald's
opened in Piazza Spagna, Rome, in
1986. Carlo Petrini, founder ofThe
Slow Food Movement, responded
to this cultural statement of fast
food by creating his own cultural
declaration: slow. Beginning with
only a small group of friends,
Petrini rallied against the "stan-
dardization" and"industrialization"
of quick production methods that
characterize the supermarket and
fast food business.
Now, almost 20 years later, Slow
Food exists in over 50 countries
and boasts over 80,000 members,
including the U.S.
Oxfam, a club on campus dedi-
cated to fair trade, as well as other
social justice issues, is also interest-
ed in promoting local food. Kraig
Cook, a club member, is currently
looking into sourcing rice locally.
"I think it's important for us to
look into where the rice is com-
ing from now, because a lot of
rice is actually grown in the U.5.,"
said Cook.
Such recent Bon Appetit-
supported initiatives as Farm-
to-Table and The 100 Mile Diet
demonstrate local bounty worth
defending. Both projects source
food directly from local farms and
draw attention to environmental
causes, such as reducing one's con-
tribution to global warming, one's
carbon footprint.
College campuses are not deaf to
the crunch ofthose heirloom apples
or the sizzle of free-range beef. So
far, four appear on the Slow Food
on Campus Convivia blog. Seattle
U was close to becoming the fifth.
"There were several people who
said they were interested, but they
weren't interested in taking the
lead," said Hofford, who said he
was disappointed but not surprised.
Even though his attempt to begin
a campus convivium in the fall of
2007 collapsed, he is enthusiastic
about beginning again.
Hofford explained that Slow
Food's convivia members must be
active to maintain their status. "If
you can't meet that criteria then
they don't want to lend their name
to the organization."
That's not to say, however, that
universities aren't active in similar
though non-affiliated ways, Seattle
University's Salon series being a
prime example.
"[Michael] Pollan's book was
perfect because it allows us [to
engage with the natural world]
in one of the ways that is most
elemental to us, which is eating,"
Theresa Earenfight, associate pro-
fessor ofhistory, said ofthe current
Salon series at Seattle U. "How
does [eating] fit in with global
warming, climate change and all
the other [issues] that have to do
with the natural world around us
right now?"
Earenfight, who co-chairs the
series with Tim Wilson, direc-
tor of student activities, is a de-
voted supporter to the Slow Food
school ofthought. Her passion for
good food and cooking is a driv-
ing force behind this year's Salon
topic: Michael Pollan's book, "The
Omnivore's Dilemma."
"I am really concerned about
what we eat," said Earenfight. "We
eat garbage. Most of the time, we
eat flat-out trash. It's processed, it's
tasteless, it's bad for you in so many
ways. We as a society need to think
about this. I wanted an awareness
on campus of what it is that we're
asked to eat."
Forging a connection between
food, the environment and social
justice issues, as the Salon series
seeks to do, is an essential element
in The Slow Food Movement, as
emphasized in the Slow Food col-
lege mission statement.
"Campus Convivia represent a
passionate cross-section of youth
addressing food system and food
justice issues, spanning environ-
mental and social causes," reads
one Slow Food campus explana-
tion. Eco-gastronomy, the linking
of taste and pleasure with ecological
consciousness, is at the foundation
of this connection, according to
grist.org, an environmental news
and commentary Web site.
College is a perfect time to learn
to cook, said Earenfight. In fact,
when one can no longer rely on
their family for meal preparation,
it's obligatory.
"Now you have to deal with
'What do I eat?' That's an engage-
ment with the natural world.That's
the immediate context for Seattle
U," said Earenfight.
Recounting the story ofher own
culinary awakening, Earenfight
cites her college years which
were infused with horrible food,
as motivation.
"The minute I graduated, the
first thing I did was to buy a bunch
ofcookbooks and cookware that I
still have and cook with; it's still my
favorite cookware," said Earenfight.
"[College] is a formative point in
your life. And [food] is such a part
of life. Good food: there's noth-
ing like it. If you're not [cooking],
you're missing out on one of the
great sensual experiences of life."
Alice Waters, who began her
own "Delicious Revolution" in
Berkeley with her famed restau-
rant Chez Panisse, helped to or-
ganize the Yale Sustainable Food
Project. As international governor
of the Slow Food Movement, she
actively promotes these "slow" ide-
als in educational realms.
With Waters' help, Yale has
successfully set up a program that
provides local, organic food for
students. Completewith a campus
garden and various food-related ac-
ademic courses, students integrate
food into tiieir scholarly lives.
Both Hofford and Earenfight
are optimistic and supportive when
it comes to following other cam-
pus's examples. Though, concedes
Hofford, "It's all about space, and
space is at a premium."
Space may be a scarce com-
modity in the middle of Seattle,
but Earenfight is full of ideas that
aren't contingent on acreage. She
envisions on-campus clubs and off-
campus providers—from cookware
stores to the farmers themselves—
coming together to create meals
and promote awareness.
"If its anything like what Alice
Waters did at Yale, it will take off
like a rocket," she said.
Looks like that snail isn't as slow
as once thought.
Veronica can be reached at
martinv@seattleu.edu
Most of the time, we
eat flat-out trash. It's
processed [and] bad for
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The Steven Klein Company
www.stevenklein.com
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Not ready for the LSAT?
We are the Steven Klein Com-
pany, LSAT Specialists. After
18 years and 4,500 students,
there probably isn't anyone
who knows more about this test
or how to teach it than we do.
That is why Steven still teaches
all his own classes. That is why
you should call us. Our nine
week course features 36 hours
of class time with weekly help
sessions, seven mock exams and
assistance with the application
process for the reasonable price
of $995. We can answer any
LSAT' question - let us prove it.
Call now for a free seminar.
206-524-4915
SU Summer Study Abroad Program in
BERLIN
GERMANY
June 29 - July 19, 2008
Berlin: City of Modernism
In Art, Architecture, Urban Design
Apply NOWand enrollfor
Spring Quarter!
All SU students can travel! No German language necessary!
Earn 5 Credits - Fulfill Requirements:
* Core Interdisciplinary
* General Elective
* Upper Division Major Elective
* Art & Art History Major requirement [ART 482]
* German Studies requirement [Germ 480]
Questions? Call Cordula Brown at 296-5377 or email cordulabCciiseatlteu.edu
Steve at 296-5360 or email at galatros&seattleu.edu (Fine Arts)
Rose at 296-5380 or email at rzbiegienfwseattieu.edu (Modern Languages)
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BFrom there reviewersmake an "academic grid,"noting courses taken as
well as applicants' "academic levels
and trends." Finally, a full review
summary is made and any of the
applicant's distinctive characteris-
tics are recorded.
Every file reviewer is asked to
work their way through 35 appli-
cations a day. That's at least nine
hours of work for an experienced
employee, according to Michael
McKeon, dean of admissions.
But admissions shouldn't have
as many applications to review this
month as in past years. Seattle U
accepted early action applications
for the first time this year. While
the Sullivan Leadership Award
has often acted as an early action
process for those who qualify, the
university added this application
review for all high school seniors
chomping at the bit.
The early action deadline was
Nov. 1 5 and students were sent
notifications by Dec. 23. The ad-
missions reviewing crew considered
nearly 1,000 applications before
winter break, toasting the occa-
sion with "a few bottles of cham-
pagne" before the start of the holi-
day season, wrote McKeon in his
admissions blog.
For the Admissions Office, the
change leaves a little more breath-
ing space come February.
"Early action was to lighten the
load of this time," Meehan says.
But for some admissions em-
ployees, file review is their
favorite part of the
year. That's true
for Andrea _^^k
Frangi, assistant director ofunder-
graduate admissions.
"Ahh, file review season," writes
Frangi in her admissions blog. "I
have to say that as much as I enjoy
fall travel, spring traveland the qui-
eter season ofsummer, I do think
the pleasure I get out offile review
is probably the most satisfying of
the admissions cycles."
Only 240 students will




For admissions counselors who
spend much of the fall and spring
traveling from high school to col-
lege fair, file review is a chance to
read about some of the prospective
students they met along the way.
It's also an opportunity to taste the
fruit oftheir marketing labor.
But there won't be much rest
for the weary once applications are
done being reviewed. Then it's
time to award scholarships,
an intense process
as well. _^^fl
Scholarships are awarded after
several thorough reviews ofapplica-
tions flagged as noteworthy during
the admissions process are made by
multiple admissions staffmembers.
The applications are then passed to
a scholarship committee looking
for students who have completed
a rigorous high school curriculum
with high achievement.
Last year, Seattle U awarded $69
million in financial aid—enough
money to award more than half of
the undergraduate student body
free tuition. However, the aid was
distributed among 77 percent of
the undergraduate student body.
This year, long-awarded scholar-
ships at Seattle U became larger, al-
though tuition rates have increased
by 7 percent as well. The previ-
ously $15,000 a year Presidential
Scholarship will increase $3,500
each year, and 30 will be awarded.
But only 240 students will re-




University announced earlier this
month that students with fami-
lies making less than $100,000
will automatically not pay tuition
upon being accepted. Students with
family incomes ofless than $60,000
will not pay for tuition, room or
board. They joined Harvard, Yale
and Dartmouth in establishing
an automatic scholarship pro-
gram in hopes ofencouraging less
wealthy, but still qualified, students
to apply.
The only automatic scholarship
at Seattle U is the Washington
Articulation Scholarship. It's
an $11,000 a year scholarship
awarded to community college
transfers with a 3.5 GPA and an
associate's degree.
Joshua can be reached at
Iynchjl@seattleu.edu
$ 173 million
FY '09 budget approved by Trustees
Isaac Ginsberg TheSpectator
Student-to-student representative, Josh Horton, leads a group of prospective students on a campus tour, just one facet of theadmissions process





On Feb. 21, administra-tors, faculty and theBoard of Trustees voted
on the university's budget for the
upcoming year, allocating $173
million, the largest budget in
Seattle Us history.
While the process of voting on
a budget is an annual event, this
year's budget stood out from re-
cent years. After a lengthy process
that included multiple proposals
on faculty and executive levels, the
budget this year seems to reflect the
transitioning state ofSeattle U.
Provost John Eshelman ex-
plained that the transition to D-I
played a large role in considering
the new numbers. Because the uni-
versity is expanding the number of
teams and the budgets for sports
programs, there has been a renewed
focus on the expansion.
The Connolly Center will also
receive upgrades to accompany the
move to D-I. Anew fitness center is
the top priority, with improvements
to Logan Field and then a renova-
tion of Connolly's facilities will
follow. To develop five new sports
and four new athletic positions the
university designated $355,000.
But the budget didn't only focus
on adiletics.
As enrollment continues to
grow, the budget addressed the is-
sue ofhaving more full-time faculty.
Because adjunct faculty are not re-
quired to spend time outside of







ADivision I university nat-urally demands that theuniversity admit quali-
fied athletes. Students and profes-
sors, however, have questioned
whether student athletes admitted
to the university are still admit-
ted on the same standards as other
students and if athletes are given
preferential scholarships.
Seattle U's title as a Division I
university in transition is an impor-
tant part ofadmissions marketing.
"We emphasize that we are go-
ing Division I, and there is starting
to be large groups of recruits tour-
ing the campus," said lan Heilbron,
a senior accounting major who has
worked in the admissions offices
for two years.
"There has been a bigger in-
flux from more recruits this year,"
said Heilbron.
Prospects keep Admissions busy
8 the spectator
BudgetApproved
*eflects growing student body
the university noted there was a
need for more full-time support for
students. Thirty new faculty and 19
tenure-track positions were added
with the passing of the budget.
"The biggest single thing was
faculty positions," said provost
JohnEshelman, "particularly in the
College ofArts and Sciences."
Education abroad was also a ma-
jor focal point. Prior to Sept. 11,
2001, international students ac-
counted for no less than 12percent
of students at Seattle U. But that
number has dropped significantly.
The university has allocated funding
with the intention ofbringing the
number of international students
back up to 10 percent.
Additionally, Seatde U is putting
a new focus on study abroad. After
one program was cut and others
faced low enrollment, the university
is taking a new approach to find-
ing internationalprograms that will
attract students
"That office has been working
with other universities to add op-
portunities for studying abroad,"
said Eshelman.
Facilities were also addressed
in the new budget. As the univer-
sity plans to build a new library,
the current Lemieux Library has
felt the strain ofan increased stu-
dent population. The budget in-
cludes $110,000 for new library
acquisitions.
"The demands on librarians, par-
ticularly for library instruction, has
Matisse Fletcher, a sophomore
political science major who is a
student to student representative
in admission, said that she ad-
dresses students' needs in her tour
groups on an individual basis, but
if she leads student athletes, she said
that she talks about how great the
Connolly Center is.
Student athletes, on average, still
do not receive the largest scholar-
ships awarded at the university.
According to Erin Engelhardt, as-
sistant athleticdirector for student-
athlete support and senior women's
administrator, while 38 percent of
die student population as a whole
receives some sort of financial aid
based on academic achievement, 33
percent receive sports-based aid.
Academic merit-based schol-
arships run upwards of $10,000,
but most sports-based scholar-
ships run between $1,000 and
$3,000. Engelhardt said diat there
are certainly some students who
receive full-rides for their athletic
achievements; however, it is not
the norm.
She said that there is "a mini-
mal amount" of the student
population receiving sports-based
-j|_financial aid.
increased as enrollment has grown,"
said Eshelman.
Almost $800,000 will be spent
on maintenance of campus infra-
structure and new Information
Technology initiatives.
Student workers will benefit
from the large size of the budget.
According to numbers released by
the President's office, student work-
ers will receive a 5 percent increase
in wages beginning in 2008-2009.
Parallel to the wage increase for stu-
dents though is a 5 percent increase
in room rates and a 7.5 percent rise
in undergraduate tuition rates.
On the academic side, two new
majors will be added. With the ar-
rival ofQuinton Morris on campus,
a new music major with a string in-
strument emphasis will be added.
Following the immense and imme-
diate success of its Masters in Sports
Administration and Leadership
program, Seattle U will be add-
ing an undergraduate degree in
Sports Science.
With all the changes the
university is facing, some
have expressed concern
that Seattle U may
be stretching itself
too thin. Some




ry Student athletesfeel these budgetaryconcerns.
"The amount that the
university is paying its runners
is not a huge amount in compari-
son to overall tuition," said Graham
Miller, freshman chemistry major
who runs on the track team.
The largest scholarship admis-
sions uses to lure students to Seattle
U is still an academic and service
based four year full ride—the
Sullivan Award. Sullivan students
must complete 45 credits per year
and maintain a 3.0 GPA, partici-
pate in some sort ofservice project
or study abroad for at least a week
before graduating, attend specific
retreats and meetings and spend
an hour and a half per week strictly
on service.
The NCAA stipulations for stu-
dent athlete awards are, however,
a bit lower. They must maintain a
2.0 GPA, pass 6 creditseach quarter
to pass onto the next quarter, and
complete 36 credits in a year.
Engelhardt noted, however, tliat
there is no "special-admit" policy
for student athletes as there is at
some odier universities. She said the
universityhas made high school stu-
dents witli atliletic talent and high
GPAs retake the SATs if die scores
were not high enough.
"It takes a very talented student
growing and the university seems
to be having trouble keeping up
with the increased attention factors
like the D-I transition have been
attracting. But, Eshelman stressed
that the costs now may produce
future revenue.
"All those things are going to
add to our applicant pool," said
Eshelman. "The cost side is impor-
tant, but you have to look at the
possible revenue side."
Mike can be reached at
balcH 799@seattlue.edu
to be a student athlete here," she
said. "You don't just get a free pass
because you are on a basketball
recruit list."
She said thatsince the university
has marketed itself as a Division I
school, the school has been inun-
dated with potential recruits and
interest in new sports, but does not
have a record of official figures for
the number ofrecruits, nor the male
to female ratio of athletic recruits.
Miller said that the Division I
title was "an important part ofhis
decision" to attend Seattle U and
run for the team.
You don't just get a
free pass because




Given that the Board ofTrustees
recently budgeted $605,000 partly
for student-athlete recruitment
and enrollment management,
the cost of admitting student
athletes has played a role in the
increased budget.
Engelhardt said that the increase
in monetary support has been excit-
ing and helpful for the coaches who
Student athletes still
admitted as students first
are recruiting for future teams.
The financial strains ofa move to
Division I and athletic recruitment
has long been a hotly contested
issue among professors who have
been at the university since it was
formerly Division I.
"There is a 7.5 percent increase
in tuition to help pay for athletics
in part," said David Madsen, associ-
ate professor of history. "And I am
violently opposed. Fr. Sundborg
knows that."
Theresa Earenfight, associate
professor ofhistory, questioned why
the university assumes that only
athletics will bring in money.
"They think that they will get
more guys to bolster the male num-
bers," said Earenfight in regards to
the low percentage of men at the
university and the increase support
ofathletics. She said that such an as-
sumption is an unfair one to expect
ofmale students. "They have a sense
that die university should be farm
teams for [professional] baseball
and basketball teams."
While Earenfight supports uni-
versity athletics, she said that ath-
letic recruitment and accomodation
should not trump academics.
She added that the balancing act
of considering academic and ath-
letic achievements in die process of
admitting students defines Seattle U
as die university that it is.
Emily can be reached at
holtel©seattleu.edu
Next year's new investments:
$4.3 million
Addition to student financial aid
$605,000
Directed toward student-athlete recruitment
and increased Sullivan Scholarship recruit-
ment, enrollment management and other
services
$500,000
New strategic initiatives within the Strategic
Planning process
$355,000
To support the university's move into Division
I Athletics
$182,000
For Student Development, Public Safety,
Career Development, Student Health ser-
vices, Office of Multicultural Student Affairs
and increased wages for students working in
residence halls
$129,000
Increase in the Mission and Ministry budget
$120,000
For living wage pay adjustments for con-
tracted custodial staff
$110,000






New tenure-track faculty positions
12.8%
Tuition increase for law students
7-5%
Tuition increase for undergrad
4.25%
Tuition increase for non-law graduate
students
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Local rummage sale offers art, music, fashion
Kelly Glenn
Volunteer Writer
For seven years now, Capitol
Hill has been hosting a rummage
sale like no other. Instead of worn
shoes and obscure romance nov-
els, "I Heart Rummage," or IHR,
features works from 35 local, indie
designers all under one roof.
Each sale features a variety of
unique handmade goods, as well
as food and music. Next week's
sale will feature DJ Huggy, as
well as special guest the Urban
Fashion Network.
IHR was started in November
2001 by Gia Bahm, but has
since been run by Cassandra
Lanning.
Sam Trout is a vendor who was
in charge of the event for three
years but handed off the position
in order to pursue his passion for
designing graphic tee shirts. He
sells his designs at IHR, featuring
mostly graphics that he draws him-
self. Trout designs his clothing with
functionality in mind, calling the
look "fancy casual."
"You could wear it for a night
out, or you could wear it to work,"
Trout says.
Besides clothing, vendors at
IHR sell photographs, hair ac-
cessories, soap, stationery, greet-
ing cards, journals, and miniature
dolls. Each artist's work reflects their
own history.
Thea Starr, whose mother im-
migrated to the United States from
Asia, sells handmade flowers made
from vintage kimono silk.
"I hope they feel good about
having something unique made by
a local artist," she says.
By providing a venue, IHR has
been able to help local artists around
Seattle, many ofwhom struggle to
make a living in their profession.
Participating in IHR helped
Sara Lanziliotta sell her collec-
tion of miniature, handmade
"Devout Dolls."
"It's hard work to try to make a
living off of something you make,
but IHR has given us that opportu-
nity," Lanziliotta says. "I'm so super
thankful to be involved."
She also enjoys the personal in-
teraction with clients.
"I love meeting my customers.
Being able to talk to them in person
is a thrill for me," she says.
Vendor Kristin Norman agrees
that IHR is helpful for both cus-
tomers and vendors alike. She is
impressed by the creativity that this
event showcases.
Norman owns Sydney designs,
a company which sells handcrafted
note cards. Six years ago, Norman
bought 650 rolls of vintage wall-
paper from the 1930s and 40s,
and continues to make note cards
with them, selling them at the
monthly sales.
Eric Kirby is a photographer
who sells matted photographs and
similar accessories at IHR through
his company, EMK Photography.
He encourages everyone to attend
IHR, noting the sense of camara-
derie that the artists and attendees
enjoy at each show.
"The artists that participate make
each show feel like a community
event," he says. "Everyone should
experience I Heart Rummage several
times ifnot every month."
I Heart Rummage is held the
first Sunday ofeverymonth at Chop
Suey, 1325 East Madison Street.
The next event is March 2, from 12
to 4 p.m. Admission is free.
For more information, see
www.iheartindie.com
Kelly can be reached at
glennk@seattleu.edu
Jessica Ishmael The Spectator
Sam Trout, a local, independent fashion designer, is just one of many





The force was with The
Revelators in this Band War.
Amidst light-sabers and Darth
Vader masks, The Reveiators
rocked its way to a first place finish
Friday night against a very com-
petitive lineup of musicians.
This year's Battle ofthe Bands,
themedafter the "StarWars" mov-
ies, had 8 student bands batding
for a good crowd reaction and a
high score from the judges who
would later determinewho got the
grandprize: a $500 Guitar Center
gift card. No two bands sounded
alike, and die diversity ofdie bat-
tle's acts - electronic, country, and
surfamong odiers, kept thecrowd
interested and the energy high for
die entire show.
"I was blown away by the
amount of talent," saidsophomore
environmental studies major Katie
Boehnlein about die show. "But
I'm happy The Revelators won,
they were definitely the best."
The Revelators, sophomores
Paul Goodeand Steve Allen, is a
blues-rock band whose only two
shows have been on this stage in
the Campion Ballroom — this
year and lasts Battle of the Bands.
Their fast paced, guitardriven rock
music had the crowd in a frenzy
ofscreaming, dancing, and head-
banging for the durationof their 3
song, 10 minute set.
I "We got a really good reaction,surprised me," said Allen. "I was
kind ofworried that our kind of
music wouldn't get people as in to
it as it did," added Goode. "I was
really happy."
As it turned out, their "garage
rock, punk, blues" style ended
up being just what the audience
wanted, and obviously what the
judges liked the best.
Another crowd favorite was
2nd place finisher The Botdenose
Koffins, a surf guitar group who
came out wearing matching blue
suits and fake mustaches. Their
guitar riffs and fast drums also
had the audience dancing, and
they looked like diey were having
just as much fun on stage.
"We like to party," said junior
Nick Kirchner, a guitarist for
the Koffins.
Even bands that didn't place
played well and got good reactions
from die crowd. Closing act Nude,
a band created especially for the
batde, got the most screams and
shouts ofdie night when they first
came out shirdess, and later toreoff
their tear-away pants to finish their
set witii a cover of Nelly's "Ride
Widi Me" wearing only Speedos.
"I think we should have won,"
said sophomore lan Hogan, a
guitarist in die band Nude. "We
had thebest crowd response. They
loved us."
Widi so many talented bands
competing, it came down in the
end to the three judges: Tim
Wilson, Justin Klump, and
Abbey Still, who picked their
favorite based on several factors
including musical talent and
audience reaction.
A few bands will be back next
year for another shot at the first
place prize.
"We could maybe tighten some
things up [for next year]," said
sophomore Andrew Fontana, vo-
calist and guitarist from the band
Sweet Miss. "We hadn't practiced
in a year before a week ago."
Angelo can be reached at
carosioa@seattleu.edu
Audio Input: Beach House
Matthew Martell
Staff Writer
"You couldn't lose me if you
tried," sings Victoria LeGrand on
"Saltwater," die opening track from
Beach House's self-titled debut
(Carpark, 2006). This lyric is para-
doxical; the Baltimore duo makes
oozy, down-tempo dreampop that's
easy to get lost in. Nonetheless, dieir
music leavesan imprint upon its lis-
teners that is hard to forget.
Beach House'sformat is a unique
one; LeGrand handles die band's
vocal responsibilities and allows the
songs to float along with her ediereal
organ and piano parts. Meanwhile
Alex Scally provides sensuous har-
monic accompaniment with his
bluesy slide guitar.
On the duo's debut, most of
die percussive duties were handled
in a very minimalist way; quaint
and quiet drum machine rhythms
provided the basic rhythmic plod-
ding that pushed the songs for-
ward, but were lost under their
sympathetic melodies.
On their sophomore album
"Devotion," released on Carpark
Records Feb. 26, the drumming
is slightly more flushed out and
elaborate, and even performed live
by a third musician, Papercuts'
Jason Quever. However, de-
spite their recent sonic develop-
ments, their morphine-coated
dream pop has remained true to
its original formula.
When interviewed in August
during "Devotions" recording stage,
LeGrand likened the tone ofthe new
album to one of the standout tracks
from theirdebut, "Master OfNone."
LeGrand's vocals on thesong sound
almost vulgar and angry, and the al-
bum's sweet dream pattern is cut in
a minor key, creating a nightmarish
musical landscape that is equally bit-
ter and sweet.
When "Beach House" was
released, the band immediately
drew comparisons to the shoegaze,
dream pop bands of the '90s like
Slowdive, Mazzy Star, Galaxie 500,
Spiritualized, and even My Bloody
Valentine. "Apple Orchard" topped
many year-end singles list with
its bleeding-heart guitar tremolos
and warm and fuzzy organ dirge.
Released in August, the album prac-
tically begged to be the soundtrack
for die season ofautumn.
Conversely, "Devotion" finds
the band mastering their dreamy
nostalgia-craft and taking it in a
beautiful new direction. Its major
key melodies and in-bloom vocals
act as the ultimate foil against the
cold and lonely winter months.
Combating lonelinesswith long-
ing and cold-induced shivers with
shimmering harmonies, "Devotion"
finds die band experimenting widi
their sound. Songs like "Gila" still
capture the anguish showcased on
"Master OfNone," but the veritable
standout "D.A.R.L.1.N.G." plays
as perhaps the most beautiful thing
the band has ever written. Scallys
slide guitar sounds simultaneously
unhinged and inhibited, equal parts
chaos and control.
Meanwhile LeGrand's vocals are
weepy and mellow, and her organ
sound mergeswith a recurring chime
motif, making the track sound like
something one might hear during a
church service.
Opener "WeddingBell" captures
that same ecumenical spirit ina more
somber and wearytone as LeGrand's
voice bleeds between Scallys quak-
ing guitar strings that keep cloying
into the mix. Whereas their debut
showcased daeir penchant for down-
tempo shoegaze and drug-battered
dream pop a la Cocteau Twins or
MB3, "Devotion" resonates as the
band's elegy to '60s country and
pop music.
Beach House is one of the more
incredible and original bands of
the decade; they manage to chan-
nel their influences without simply
copying them. They list their mu-
sic on their Myspace as "Visual /
Visual / Visual," and that is a very
apt description for it. Their dream-
scapes do more than just captivate;
they take the listener to beautiful
places they will want to visit again
and again.
Matthew can be reached at
martellm@seattleu.edu
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Professor's exhibit bares all to students
Justin Najar
Staff Writer
Tucked in a corner on the first
floor of the Casey Building, The
Kinsey Gallery currently houses
the work of Assistant Professor
Francisco Guerrero. The collec-
tion of paintings, simply titled
"Guerrero" spans several stages ofhis
artistic development.
"I feel like these paintings,
in one way, talk about the lack of
completeness in imagery, and at the
same time, that painterly, drippy,
liquidy stuff reifies the central, the
visceral, and ultimately the sexual,"
said Guerrero.
it makes me feel
like a dirty old man
for looking at, you
know, nudes.
John Pickens-Green
Senior Art History Major
Guerrero started painting in
1992. Initially, he says, he painted
regular portraits, but his artistic tastes
began to change. He first developed
a style of painting that focused on a
singular color, often pink.
This style then converged with
his earlier ways ofpainting into a
new form, one that leads to paint-
ings that look like they are unfin-
ished. The women sometimes ap-
pear torn and punctured. Guerrero
developed the style after he noticed
a pattern in magazines.
"The color schemes were really
similar," said Guerrero. "The color
variations within each photograph
were really small, like, everything
was pink or reddish. I started see-
ing this pattern."
The paintings in "Guerrero" date
back to 2004. Part of the exhibit fea-
tures a small selection of 33 works
that were shown at a Los Angeles art
exhibit. Each was done in the same
medium, enamel on panel.
Guerrero's personal favorite is
called "Cynthia." The center of this
painting is a topless woman whose
otherwise enticing facial expression
appears before a sickly green back-
ground. The backdrop, along with
the occasional paint drippings and
smatters on her figure, creates afeel-
ing of disgust.
Also part of the exhibit are three
small figurines of women which
Guerreropainted in one color. One
ofthese, "LazyAfternoon," is paint-
edchrome, making the woman look
like a futuristic android.
Another painting called "T.G."
is one of Guerreros newest pieces.
Centered around a frightened wom-
an in a bathtub, the painting has the
characteristic drips and splatters
found in all of Guerrero's paintings
in the exhibit.
Senior art history major John
Pickens-Green commented on the
impact this exhibit has had on the
way he views art. He says that art
oftentimes has an inherent male
viewpoint, and diat this perspective
is often turned to the female nude.
He says the "ugliness" ofGuerrero's
depiction offemale nudes causes one
to question the common perspective
of the dominant, powerful male.
"In really base terms, it makes me
feel like a dirty old man for look-
ing at, you know, nudes, where,
originally, that was seen as artisti-
cally valuable to look at these nudes
and to be educated about the hu-
man spirit, condition, and human
sexuality by them. Now I'm being
forced to question if that's okay,"
said Pickens-Green.
Pickens-Green also sees
Guerrero'schoice of medium, often-
times industrial paints and blocks of
wood, as solidifying the break in die
message of Guerrero's art from the
diought ofdie past.
Some of Guerrero's students,
including senior Andrew Zelman,
came to see the exhibit on its
opening night.
"I think Frank's an amazing
painter. I think it's cool that he's put-
ting on this exhibit for his students
because I feel that it's important that
studentssee dieir instructor's work,"
said Zelman.
Justin can be reached at
najarj@seattleu.edu
Mike Farenbach The Spectator
Guerrero's work will be on display at theKinsey Gallery through March
7th. The show is a retrospective look at his painting since 2004.
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Seattle Semi-Pro Wrestling mixes blood with acting
Lauren Padgett
Managing Editor
Back in 1996, when the Rock
wasn't just another beef head actor
and the "stone cold stunner" could
be brought with a vengeance by
Stone Cold Steve Austin, wrestling
was cool. Today, most Americans
dismiss professional wrestling as too
fake and the mainstream popular-
ity of the sport has faded into the
new millennium.
However, the Seattle Semi-Pro
Wrestling group, or SSP, is keeping
the old school underground wres-
tling vibe alive. The first Wednesday
of every month at Rebar on 1114
Howell St., SSP gets dirtywith dan-
gerous props, knives and punches
in fantastically entertaining live
wrestling matches.
"It was, without a doubt, the
best $7 I've ever spent in Seattle,"
said Seattle University law student
Shane Lidman. "I'm not a profes-
sional wrestling fan at all, but [SSP]
made no pretenses about it being
pure entertainment."
Unlike groups like the World
Wrestling Federation, SSP tries
to engage their audience with an
interesting, continuous plotline
and cleverly developed characters.
"We don'ttreat our audiences like
idiots," said 23-year-old SSP wrestler
and trainer Brett Whistler. "We try
not to play our characters down; it's
all out in the open. The audience
can judge for themselves."
SSP encourages audience par-
ticipation. During the matches,
the audience can throw empty
beer cans at the wrestlers. Whistler
said Rebar sells out ofbeer cans at
every match.
"We could throw empty cans at
the wrestlers at $ 1 a beer, which is
awesome," said Lidman. "The bot-
tom of our plastic cups made great
Frisbees, too."
He also explained that during
the match, the wrestlers ran tJirough
the bar and even outside, where
rJiey fought in the bed ofa pickup
truck, keeping die crowd completely
engaged.
SSP enjoys a fiercely loyal fan
base. They respect the wrestlers—
show security is often there to
protect unruly audience members
from each other, especially if some-
one intentionally hurts one of the
performers, according to Whistler.
Those who throw full beers or glass
are automatically escorted out ofthe
bar, often needing protection from
the otherspectators, rather than the
wrestlers they hit.
"Rarely are audiences as enthu-
siastic as ours," said Whistler. "The
crowd really gets into it."
Whistler's wrestler persona
Draven Lawless, a power-hungry
bad guy, is determined to get the
champion title no matter what. The
last couple of months, Whistler's
Lawless character was angry af-
ter his championship belt was
stolen by another contender. He
has been fighting ever since to
get it back.
Widiin SSP, all the fighters have
alter-egos with continuous sagas
and struggles. Whistler explained
that SSP bookers come up with
the story lines for the characters,
but everyone gives artistic input to
make sure nothing is repeated and
that the audience is continually en-
gaged. Before the match, a plodine
is drawn out for the wrestlers, but
not rehearsed—wrestlers play off
their adrenaline and let the story
line unfold on its own, keeping
away from what could turn into a
staged performance.
"The wrestling was highly en-
tertaining," said Lidman. "It was
scripted, but that doesn't mean it
was unnatural or anything, it was
the best comedy show I've ever been
to. I was laughing the whole time."
The biggest question surrounding
the pro wrestling world is whether
or not the violence is real or staged.
Whistler explained that before the
show, the wrestlers go through a list
of attacks they plan to do to each
other, but don't tell the other when
they will do it.
"They just know to expect it at
some point," said Whistler. "We go
through bullet points ofmoves we're
planning to do, then improvise. It
makes for less obvious communi-
cation between the wrestlers about
what's going to happen next."
SSP uses household items as
weapons and the wrestlers actu-
ally cut each other, drawing blood.
Whistler explained that there are
ways to cut someone shallowly in
order to create the effect of a lot of
blood; they aren't seriously injuring
each other.
Wins and losses are written into
the script as well. The wrestlers
agree beforehand who will be vic-
torious, depending on the way the
storyline goes.
"Only people who have too
much ego are concerned about win-
ning matches," said Whistler.
SSP gains inspiration from
a Japanese form of wrestling.
Technical strikes and knowing how
to hit someone enough for an effect
but not inflicting serious damage is
a skill taught to SSP wresders before
they perform.
"The reason it looks authen-
tic is because you do hit someone
hard enough that they know they
should respond," said Whisder. He
compares die technique more to a
staged fight than a stunt, because
in a stuntbodi fighters know what's
going to happen next. In a staged
fight, both fighters vaguely know
what to expect from the other but
no moves are concretely planned. If
they practiced all the moves before-
hand without all the performance
adrenaline, Whisder explained, they
could really hurt each other.
SSP practices once a week at
Washington Hall, on 13th and Fir
Street. After three months, those
who train with SSP are eligible to
perform at a Rebar show. Whisder
encourages anyone serious about
the sport to contact him through
Itsallreal.net and attend a practice,
which usually lasts three hours.
Fighters are encouraged to person-
ally train on tiieir own—they try to
interact with each odier and practice
fighting as much as possible on their
own time. Interestingly, few people
stay with it—Bo to 85 percent
never show up to practice or fail to
return a second time,
said Whistler.
"People think they're above it,
but then they realize it actually
hurts," he said.
It's hard to get a contract as a
professional wrestler, so Whistler
explained that most participate to
get tapes of their performances—
almost like a fighter's resume.
Most semi-pro wrestlers do it for
nothing but passionate love for
the sport.
"What's cool [about SSP] is that
the guys are really average, they
aren't body builders or anything,"
said Lidman. "The guy serving
your Starbucks could be a SSP
wrestler and you wouldn't
know it."
Ifyou're over 21, check out SSP
at Rebar on the first Wednesday of
every month. The next event will
occur on Mar. 5.
Lauren can be reached at
padgettl@seattleu.edu







Draven Lawless defeats Simba in a match at Rebar. The first
Wednesday of every month, SSP preforms to a devoted crowd.




ing GNAC Indoor Championship,
the track and field team has set the
bar high for their outdoor season
and looks forward to the future in
the Division I conference.
The team's head coach, Trisha
Steidl, is excited for the outdoor
season since it is the team's last
chance to show the GNAC how
well the team can compete.
"Where we are now is just the
beginning ofwhere we're going to
be," says Steidl.
While many Seattle University
students are not aware a track and
field team exists, Steidl hopes the
move to D-I can help to break
down the "imaginary wall" be-
tween Seattle University's main
campus and the Connolly Center.
Transitioning to D-I has also
brought on talks ofputting in prac-
tice facilities for the track and field
team. Having training facilities lo-
cated on campus will allow for bet-
ter recruitment and more time to
practice. Currently the team travels
to various universities, high schools
and parks in order to practice for
their seasons.
However, with the men's team
placing fifth and the women's team
placing sixth in the recent GNAC
Indoor Championships, the track
and field team may not need on-
campus facilities to gain recogni-
tion from the school.
Assistant coach Eric Schueffner
understands the potential move to
D-I could have.
"We've done a lot without [a
track], but without facilities it is
very hard to recruit and train to the
optimal level," says Shueffner
Though the team is young,
the majority being freshmen and
sophomores, Steidl sees that as
an advantage, allowing her and
Schueffner, to shape the athletes
into a competitive D-I team over
the next couple ofyears.
"There's a lot ofthings that are
question marks about the transi-
tions, and they're good question
marks to have," says Steidl.
Steidl says that while it cur-
rently takes extra time to get to
and from practice, die benefits botli
the coaches and the athletes gain
from being part of the team are far
more important.
Erin Moon, a freshman nurs-
ing major, has never competed
as a track and field athlete previ-
ously. Moon is still getting used
to, but is enjoying, competing on
the college level, as are many of
her teammates.
"It's not one of those practices
where you dread going," Moon ex-
plains. "We work hard and have a
good time."
Two of the captains, Travis
Glover and Katie Hansen, enjoy
the sport of running rather than
the glory ofwinning. Glover, senior
mechanical engineering major and
sprinter for the team says the best
feeling ofrunning is, "The feeling
right before the race and right af-
ter the race. Right before the race
you're so nervous and you justdon't
know really [what to expect], you
just got to get a mental focus. And
then after that, after all that, the
feeling ofdoing what you did out
there just feels so great."
Hansen, junior biology
major and distance runner for three
years agrees.
"I think runners are a differ-
ent breed; we do what we do not
because everybody is impressed by
it or finds running fascinating to
watch, but because of the intrinsic
value of the sport. If I were truly
concernedwith the fact that people
on campus do not recognize the
team, Iwould have quit a long time
ago," she says.
Steidl is excited to help the team
build upon their strengths this sea-
son and into the future, hopefully
with a track located on campus.
"My philosophy is: when I see
the backhoe up [on Logan Field]
diggingstuffout, I'll know for sure
it's happening."
Julie can be reached at
smitlB77@seattleu.edu
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Sean Towey
Sports Editor
If the women's basketball
team wanted to beat the Seattle
Pacific Univetsity Falcons, cur-
rentlyranked second in the nation,
they needed to bring one of their
best performances of the season.
However, they failed to execute
as the Falcons easily defeated the
Redhawks 69-39 on Feb. 21 at the
Connolly Center.
The loss came at a critical time,
with Seattle University looking
to move into the eighth spot in
the regional rankings in order to
make the playoffs. However, the
loss against Seattle Pacific kept
the team ranked 10th in the re-
gion but dropped them to sixth
in the GNAC.
"They feel embarrassed tonight,"
said Seattle University head coach
Dan Kriley ofhis team. "We didn't
compete tonight, that was the big-
gest let-down. We were really on
our heels."
The Redhawks came out with
some extremely physical defense
early in the game, racking up
eight fouls in the first 10 min-
utes. However, after missing some
easy shots in the paint early in the
game, Seattle U finished the game
shooting only 28.6 percent, and
the Falcons were able to maneuver
past their opponent's defense and
control the game.
"When our offense goes, then
our defense gets a little discour-
aged," said Kriley.
Seattle Pacific proved why they
are leading the GNAC on Thursday
night, shooting 46.6 percent from
the field and more impressively
hitting 12-19 from beyond the
arc. Three-point shooting is gener-
ally one of Seattle Us specialties;
the Redhawks entered the game
ranked 6th in the nation in three-
point shooting. However, they
ended Thursday's game shooting
20 percent.
However, though the Redhawks
did miss some easy shots early on,
SPU's defense hustled throughout
the night.
"They changed some things up
on us tonight, but we justcouldn't
execute," said Kriley.
Turnovers were also a major
problem throughout the night.
Seattle U committed 21 to Seattle
Pacific's 11, most of these coming
from careless passing by Seattle U
point guards.
"Our seniors did not step up
and play tonight," said Kriley.
"There was no leadership from
the seniors."
Senior forward Laina Sobczack,
normally a solid offensive contribu-
tor, struggled early on to find her
stride and ended the game playing
only eight minutes. Junior forward
Chelsie Morrison, who the game
before at Montana State Billings
scored a career-high 35 points,
finished the game with only two
points and six turnovers.
Still, the night was not a com-
plete loss for the Redhawks. They
fought for rebounds well through-
out the game, not allowing Seattle
Pacific too many second chances.
Senior forward Kamrica Ary-
Turner played the best defense
for Seattle U, blocking four shots,
getting a steal and grabbing
four rebounds.
Seattle University will travel
next week to Western Oregon
and Saint Martins before coming
home the week of Mar. 3 to host
bothAlaska Anchorage and Alaska
Fairbanks.
"Every games aplayoff game for
us," said Kriley.
Sean can be reached at
toweys@seattleu.edu
Braden VanDragt The Spectator
Senior point guard Jackie Thomas holds onto the ball as she is
surrounded by a tough SPU defense. Seattle U lost 69-39.
MLS attracts local talent
Justin Najar
Staff Wrfer
Soccer fans across the Pacific
Northwest may be pleased to learn
that major league soccer is coming
to Seattle in 2009.
Brad Agoos, head coach of the
Seattle University men's soccer
team, said the coming of major
league soccer to Seattle will raise the
profile of the sport here in Seattle
because of major league soccer's
national recognition.
"We have a great team in the
Sounders, in the second league,
but having a team that's in the
first, you know, we'll see them not
only play to the highest level, but
also, other teamscome in that have
the best players in the country,"
said Agoos.
Agoos thinks the city's shift to
major league soccer parallels Seattle
University's shift to Division I.
"I think it's great, both ofus to-
gether. It's really going to benefit
both of us, and everyone around
us, actually," said Agoos.
The coming of a major league
soccer team to Seattle jeopardizes
the future of the Seattle Sounders, a
team in the United Soccer League,
which is second only to Major
League Soccer in the United States.
The team will continue to play this
year, and some of the players may
go on to form the core of the pro-
fessional team once it starts up.
"They're [the Sounders] allowed
to bring a certain amount ofplay-
ers, 6-8, that they're allowed to pro-
tect and bring to the MLS team,
but I don'tknow how many people
they're going to sign for next year's
team," said senior liberal studies
major Jason Cascio.
Partially because of this, the
Sounders will still hold try-outs
for new players this year. Agoos
says Seattle University, along with
other schools in the area, is a feeder
school for the Sounders, with some
students graduating and then going
on to win contracts with the team.
Agoos says Seattle University has a
great relationship with the Sounders
and its coach, Brian Schmetzer, on
several levels, in part because of
the school's efforts to bring the
team to play some of their games
on campus.
"His [Schmetzer's] philosophy
is to get the team a lot of games,
so we've really tried to work with
him to get him at least twice in the
spring and once in the fall, so we're
trying to play at least three times a
year," said Agoos.
The major opportunity to try-
out for the Sounders, according
to Cascio, is College Week, which
will be held Mar. 24-29 at the
Starfire Sports complex in Tuwila,
Washington.
"They have college players and
MLS [Major League Soccer] play-
ers from around the country, pret-
ty much, come out and try out,"
said Cascio.
Cascio says the process for sign-
ing up for College Week included
speaking with Agoos and former
men's soccer headcoach Pete Ewing
about his interest in trying out for
the Sounders. They then notified
Schmeshter, the head coach of the
Sounders, about Cascio's interest.
Cascio then Schmeshter then com-
municated by e-mail to confirm
Cascio's spot.
According to Cascio, players
there practice with the Sounders,
and ifcoaches observing during the
week notice players as exceptional,
and like who they are on and off
the field, they may ask them to
continue to stay and practice more.
Depending on how well players
perform at the practices, they could
eventually be rewarded a contract
with the Sounders.
"I think the guys we have will
get a good look, but it will be dif-
ficult to make the team. It's very
competitive," said Agoos.
Cascio said he has been prepar-
ingfor College Weeksince thesoc-
cer season ended in November. He
follows a strength and conditioning
program, including running, run-
ning stairs, and morning training
with the soccer team. However,
aside from having to R.S.V.P. for
the event, he hasn't done much
with the Sounders in preparation
for College Week.
"Nothing has really taken place
yet, besides talking to coaches and
telling them I'm coming out,"
said Cascio.
Cascio said he hopes "to get a
decent contract and get signed for
the team." He says ifhe doesn't ac-
complish these goals, trying out for
the Sounders will still have been a
worthwhile experience because of
the opportunity to compete with
other players on a more profes-
sional level and to learn how he
compares to them.
"I think we get to justplay with
guys at the next level and see how
the pace, and the speed is, and
how physical—just their style of
play, and then I'll take that expe-
rience if I want to try out some-
where else," said Cascio. "[lt'll] just
be a good experience playing with
those guys."
Senior John Fishbaugher says
he was able to sign up very eas-
ily for College Week, since S
was the coach ofhis high school
soccer team, Emerald City. To
prepare, Fishbaugher has been
practicing with three different soc-
cer teams— Seattle University's,
the Seattle Wolves, and the San
Jose Earthquakes.
According to Fishbaugher, the
Wolves are a Premier Arena Soccer
League comprised of various lo-
cal soccer players, such as team
members of the Sounders and
college students. He said some
Seattle University alumni invited
him to play with the team, and
he accepted.
"It's kind ofa place for guys to
get together and train and get in
shape," said Fishbaugher.
Fishbaugher says the San Jose
Earthquakes are a major league
soccer team, and since Agoos
knew the coach ofthe Earthquakes
personally, he was able to help
Fishbaugher play with the team. So
far, Fishbaugher says playing with
the team has been unlike anything
else he has experienced in soccer
because of the professional level
of the players and the amount of
publicity they receive both on and
off the field.
"Off the field, you have to
compose yourself. You represent
the team, you know, the jerseyyou
wear. You can't go around doing
crazy things. You've just got to be
smart," said Fishbaugher.
Fishbaugher says he hopes
to win a contract to play with
the Sounders and make a living
out of playing soccer, but if he
doesn't, he will have a better idea
of what kind of player he is and
what he will need to do to improve
his skills.
Justin can be reached at
najarj@seattleu.edu
Falcons tear open Redhawks
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W: 62-58 [16-8, 9-6 GNAC]
GNAC Rank: 4th
With theirfifth straight win theSe-
attle University men's basketball
team moved into the top eight of
theDivision II West Region, giving
them a shot at the playoffs.
Women's basketball vs.
Northwest Nazarene
U 69-61 [14-9, 5-9 GNACI
GNAC Rank: 6th
The Redhawks lost their second
straight game, dropping them
to sixth in the GNAC and all but
dashing their playoff hopes.
editorial
Change has been a focal point of the 2008 presidential pri-
mary season, with issues ranging from foreign policy to taxes and
healthcare to the war in Iraq. Recently, however, as democratic
candidates battle for the increasingly important state of Ohio,
the highly contentious issue of the North American Free Trade
Agreement has entered the forefront of political debate. While
both democratic candidates have easily pointed out NAFTA's
flaws and perceived shortcomings, neither has proposed retrac-
tion or reversal of the agreement.
Last Thursday, Seattle University's International Business club
hosted Sergio Rios, the trade commissioner of Mexico, Western
Canada and the Pacific Northwest, for a presentation about
trade globalization and a discussion regarding the impact of the
NAFTA over the past 14 years.
It is not surprising that the presence of a figure representing
NAFTA disrupted the status quo ofthe mainstream views held
by the majority of the Seattle University community. The fact
that the event itself, which was educational in its purpose and
diverse in its content, was interrupted by people who held op-
posing views, however, is dismaying.
Seattle University strives in its mission to be a diverse com-
munity, a place in which people, perspectives and beliefs which
oppose each other are welcome and cultivated. Diversity means
variety. It is not a small selection of ideas and beliefs that one
holds as their own, assuming them to be true and attempting
to assert them upon others.
The fact that Mr. Rios and NAFTA were protested is not
an action ofwhich we disapprove. In fact, we strongly endorse
students' rights to assemble and vocalize concern or awareness of
any cause oftheir choosing. Our disappointment lies in the fact
that instead of simply spreading awareness and actively show-
ing discontent with a cause, there were members of the Seattle
University community who decided to interfere with and disrupt
an educational forum.
As a community whose mission is to actively seek out diverse
people, actions and thoughts, there should be discontent with
the prospect of Seattle University's diversity being compromised
because ofdisapproval from the majority. Dissent is appropriate,
but acting disrespectfully toward a legitimate educational forum
should be denounced.
A healthy conversation is the key to solving important eco-
nomicand social justice problems such as the complicated issues
surrounding NAFTA. Taking the time to listen to an opponents
concerns and criticisms and arguing with them in a civil manner
is a much more effective way to institute positive change than
disrupting a public forum.
The key philosophy of all political front runners this cam-
paign season is one of unity. Seattle University preaches a similar
message, one of community and understanding through con-
versation and education. In any argument or forum, the cam-
pus community should keep in mind that those we are arguing
are putting forth an effort to start a conversation and deserve
our respect.
Substantial change evolves from showing mutual respect when
dealing with a contentious issue. In many cases, civilized debate
can go much further than outrageous displays ofemotion. The
key is channeling those emotions into a productive means to
achieve our end.
The Spectator editorial board consists of Nicholas Lollini, LaurenPadgett, Chris Kissel, Rose Egge, SeanTowey, Jessica Van Gilder, Michael Fehrenbach, Braden VanDragt,
Joshua Lynch and Hyung-Min Kim. Signed commentaries reflect the opinions of the authors and not necessarily those of The Spectator.
The word 'feminist' need not incite fear
Emily Holt
Senior Staff Writer
While the C—t Hunt contro-
versy has sparked a volume of dis-
cussion, one particular comment in
casual conversation stood out to me
because ofthe faulty assumption on
which it hinged. A student stated
that the university is concerned
with this issue because it wants
to be seen as a "feminist" univer-
sity, a title that this individual
saw as a lesser concern than creat-
ing a sufficient budget for quality
education.
Every effectiveargument should
follow syllogistic logic and every
syllogism needs a sound premise.
In hearing this statement, I realized
that the student was operating from
a premise that defined feminism in
a particular way. This premise high-
lighted to me the interesting pos-
sibility that feminism may not be
clearly defined by some members of
this campus and moreover, that the
term "feminist" may not be widely
accepted by these selfsame individ-
uals due to a fear of the title.
I applaud the committed stu-
dentsandprofessor who have raised
Women's Studies to the status ofa
major, who engage in discussions
about feminism, and who accept
the tide "feminist" with aconfident,
clear understanding of the word. I
am not worried about these people.
I am worried about the potentially
greater, though silent, majority who
will not accept this word because of
what they think it means.
All too often, feminists are only
associated with the so-called radi-
cal, bra-burning hippies who for-
sook marriage and family life for
careers and think men unnecessary.
What are the implications of this
proscription of the definition of a
feminist? How can a less radically
minded woman call herselfa femi-
nist if the title only seems to apply
to people who flout the rules at the
cost ofacceptance?
History has clearly produced
varieties of feminists and feminist
theories that differ in the way in
which they call women to action.
Simply put, some feminists think
that female strength lay in the
unique and different capabilities
women have because of biology,
and others think that women have
the same capabilities as men. Some
feminists think that women need
special accommodations to com-
pensate for historically patriarchal
norms while others think such
aid unnecessary. And still, some
promote a separation between a
woman's sexual identity and her
societal one while others unite the
two roles.
Regardless of the differences, all
feminist schools are rooted in the
same, basic premise that I find to
be quite simple: women deserve the
opportunity to use their abilities to
shape their world.
If one takes this as the basic
premise for what a feminist is,
then should Seattle University be
known as a feminist university? I
think a better question would be
the rhetorical one: what university
shouldnot be known as a feminist
one, if a feminist university would
be one that espouses opportunity
for women?
Ifa feminist university is thusly
defined, how dien wouldmarketing
this image to prospective students
and professors interfere with the
quality ofeducation of the univer-
sity? Quality education addresses
the diversity of the university and
instills in students the confidence
to utilize their agency and skills
for the betterment of the self and
others. A university with quality
education would not overlook the
60 percent of the population that
defines itselfas female.
Why, then, would people shy
away from calling Seattle University
a feminist institution? I would ar-
gue that all too often, heterosexual
women do not want to be called
feminist because of the perception
it creates in the minds of hetero-
sexual men. In popular misconcep-
tions, men and women alike deem
feminists as the women who are
"above" having a relationship with
a man because they have their own
agendas and goals. Men resent this
lack of consideration because it
supposedly removes the biological
and emotional provisions men can
offer and benefit from. Women
resent this title because men will
not consider them worth the effort
to date and will move on to easier
prospects. So a woman must either
not be a feminist, or not date.
While this idea inaccurately as-
sumes heteronormativity in social
interactions, it also removes femi-
nist women from the very thing
that should empower them: their
own bodies. The discretion a wom-
an uses in deciding when and with
whom to use her sexuality should
not automatically confer on her a
sense of egotism. Female sexual-
ity is an essential aspect of female
agency. A woman should not have
to choose between a reputation as
"dateable" women or "feminist"
women merely to suit others.
Seattle University is proudly
called a "diverse" institution; a
"Catholic" one; a "socially just"
one. Each of these titles only serves
to heighten the academic reputa-
tion of the university. Would the
title "feminist" prohibit this repu-
tation? Not ifone follows a simple
syllogism.
Emily can be reached at
holtel©seattleu.edu
Letters to the editor should be 300 to 500 words long and emailed to Chris Kissel at kisselc@seattleu.edu. The Spectatorreserves the right to edit letters for length, spelling,
grammar and style errors.






















































The Spectator is the official student
newspaper of Seattle University. It is
published every Wednesday, except
the first week of the quarter and
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Letters to the Editor
Dear Students,
Recently, it came to our attention that a theme
party entitled; "C—t Hunt" took place off campus.
This event is not in keeping with our values as an
institution. We take great pride in striving to honor
diversity, academic excellence, leadership, care, faith
and justice. The theme ofdiis party is incompatible
with these values, and die event's hosts are presently
engaged in discussion with university administration
about their role in diis matter.
This kind ofevent creates a potentially dangerous
space in which the most harmful outcomes of sexism,
heterosexism, and racism can play out. As stewards of
this institution we must communicate that this type
ofbehavior is unacceptable. Some may view diis event
as a "harmless" party or a "one time" event aimed
at having fun. Others may differentiate between an
on-campus event and one off-campus. We do not.
As students and leaders you are responsible for both
your intentionsand the impact diey mayhave onodi-
ers. And you are held accountable for your conduct
whedier it may be off-campus or on-campus.
Seatde University's mission and values implore
us to examine critically our responsibilities as citi-
zens of this community. As such, diis membership
bestows upon us the opportunity to co-create a
more just and humane world. In this case, we are
asked to critically examine the ways we support
institutional sexism, heterosexism, and gender ste-
reotypes. This critical examination ofunjust social
structures flows directly out of our Jesuit Catholic
heritage to "advance the human dignity of every
individual, realized in community."
Dear Editor,
On behalfofthe Softball team, we would like to of-
fer our most sincereapology to the Seattle University
community for our participation at a theme party
this past January. Our involvement at the party was
inconsiderate, a lapse in judgment, and a failure to
uphold the standards expected of athletes.
As leaders we all bear the weighty responsibility
ofgrapplingwith these issues. Furthermore, we have
a duty to maintain a safe learning environment for
everyone. There are many faculty, staff and students
on campus who are willing to engage in dialogue
about issues of oppression, injustice, activism, and
advocacy. Please take advantage of these resources
that are available to you. Choose to be an active
citizen of this community. Ask questions and chal-
lenge yourself and others to embody the values of
Seattle University.
Please contact any of the staff in these offices if
you would like to discuss the issues presented above
or would like to coordinate a forum for these issues
to be explored further.
Office of Multicultural Affairs (296-6070)
Campus Public Safety (296-5990)
Counseling and Psychological Services (296-6090)
Commuter and Transfer Student Services (296-6361)
Office of Student Development (296-6066)
Housing and Residence Life (296-6305)
Campus Ministry (296-6075)
Also, theDiversity and Equity Education Program
(DEEP) in the Office of Multicultural Affairs is co-
ordinating a second forum to explore these issues on
Thursday, March 6, at 6pm in Student Center 130.
In closing, it is our hope diat you will make posi-
tive and healthy choices regarding your social and
academic lives. We support this.
Respectfully,
Stephen Sundborg, SJ, President
Tim Leary, PhD, Senior Vice President
John Esheiman, PhD, Provost
Rob Kelly, PhD, VP forStudent Development
Pat Howell, SJ, VP forMission and Ministry
Ron Smith, PhD, VP for Business and Finance
MaryKay McFadden, VP forUniversity Advancement
Bob Dullea, PhD, VP for University Planning
Mary Petersen, JD, VP and University Counsel
In order to better represent ourselves as part of
the Athletic Department in the future, we will con-
tinue to hold ourselves to high standards and keep
in mind that every action of ours directly reflects
on us as individuals, our team, our coaches and die






For awhile, the banner on my
cell phone read "ESt." It stood for
"Everyone Struggles," a philosophy
that I had developed through daily
interactions widi peers, customers
at die coffee shop I work at and a
variety of other individuals.
Lately I've noticed how much
we can each lack in self-confidence.
A customer waiting in line winces
with uncertainty when I ask her
what she wants; a student in one of
my classes turns red when called on
for opinion. Everyone goes through
his or her own self-doubts, but it's
becoming increasingly apparent
to me that such fears can hold us
back not only from our hopes and
dreams, but from being our true
selves.
Over the past three years I've
been involved with the Search
Retreat, a retreat put on by Campus
Ministry that fosters belief in self,
others and god within a communal
context.The aim ofdie retreat is to
affirm diose who attend it whilealso
challenging die retreatants to know
themselves on a deeper level.
Perhaps Everyone Struggles has
arrived at a time for me when I'm
just stepping into the "real world"
andseeing what life is all about. Or,
perhaps ESt exists in an ever-increas-
ing fashion because ofa scrutinizing
media, a sense of exclusiveness in
society and an impossible expecta-
tion for each ofus to be people that
we justaren't.
Exclusiveness is something
that finds its way into every social
realm, but Seatde University has its
fair share ofexclusive social circles:
OrientationAdvisors, athletes and
maybe even the Search Community
in some people's point ofview.
So my question is: How do we
create community without being
exclusive? How do we fight ESt
while giving all the opportunity to
discover their deeper selves?
I write "selves" become there is
more than just one "me" existing
underneath the surface. As I go
about my day, different facets ofun-
certainty creep to the surface widi
different situations, but it's because
of my support communities that I
can fight the struggle with the self.
There are various ways to sup-
port each other in everyday life.
Things as simple as being polite to
others with a smile, opening a door
or just saying "hello" can make a
grand impact that we maynever be
able to fathom. "To the world you
may be one person, but to one per-
son you may be the world."
I am lucky to come from a fam-
ily that supports me, a community
that nurtured me, and achurch that
fostered growth in who I was, both
as an individual and a member of
the community.
To fight the good fight, we must
all realize that the biggest battle
comes from within each and every
day, that we may think everyone
else may have it together, but in all
actuality, they're struggling just as
much as you and me.
It's time for an end to ESt and
a beginning for a campus, com-
munity and world that feeds off of
inclusiveness and acceptance ofall
individuals - with their self-doubts
included.






With election fever in full swing,
it is simply not enough that one
should be well informed about the
candidates they can vote for. The
staple of the American political
system today is the vote, and it has
a paradoxical nature as both the
ultimate deciding factor in elec-
tions and as a "privilege" that many
people see fit to ignore. In the 2004
presidential election, 60.7 percent
of the eligible population voted,
which, though the highest recorded
voter turnout since the 1968 race,
is still an abysmal figure. With the
last "population clock" taken by the
U.S. Census Bureau reporting the
population to be 303,424,093, and
assuming roughly 70 percent of the
population is old enough to vote,
only 128,924,897people actually
voted in the 2004 election.
In other words, just over a third
of the total American population
actually seems to care enough to
be actively engaged in the political
process, and the number that actu-
ally did vote in the last election was
likely only so high given the context
of the race. With popular culture
juggernauts like MTV encouraging
their viewers to vote by broadcast-
ing nominal representations of the
two primary candidates, JohnKerry
and GeorgeW. Bush, on nationally-
syndicated television, the younger
demographic was put into a frenzy.
However, these pathetically generic
broadcasts portrayed the two candi-
dates in very cut-and-dry, black-or-
white terms. In the end, a majority
of the population was left believing
that the election only concerned a
handful ofbig, obvious issues: abor-
tion, gay marriage, the war in Iraq,
social security and the tax system.
What is it that renders the
American populous so hopelessly
and helplessly unaware of the state
of their political system? The mone-
tary vice grip on both theAmerican
mediaand the campaigning process
likely has something to do with it,
but the issue runs deeper than just
the way the money flows. The pri-
marycandidates, anticipating a low
voter turnout, and understanding
the inadequacies of the current
Electoral College system, generally
target only large cities and states
where the voter turnout will actu-
ally mean something to them by the
time November rolls around. This
strategy disillusions a vast majority
of the country, and is probably to
blame for the low voting turnouts
the U.S. is notorious for around the
world. When one lives in a state
like Montana or Wyoming, where
no self-respecting big league candi-
date would even think of passing
through, ones ambition to vote is
likely muchlower. Likewise, in more
sparsely populated statesone's show-
ing up at thepolls might amount to
a whopping 3 electoral votes, while
simply living in California allows
one to count toward 55 electoral
votes.
This is not to say that there is
any sort ofsimple solution to the
problem ofdiminished voter turn-
out in the U.S., but several ideas
practiced elsewhere in the world
might potentially be implemented
in the States to amend the voting
crisis. One such solution wouldbe
compulsory voting. It is presently
mandatory that citizens vote in 32
countries around the world, though
compulsory voting is onlyenforced
in 19 of these locales. Regardless,
the system yields extraordinary re-
sults come election time. A notable
country enforcing compulsory vot-
ing is Australia, where voter turnout
regularly reaches 95 percent of the
eligible population.
Of course, many have argued
that compulsory voting would
violate the First Amendment, as
conscientious objection to an elec-
tion is certainly afreedom ofspeech
and expression. However, making
voting a mandatory action might
potentially encourage political en-
gagement in American citizens, as
well as promote active awareness
concerning current political issues.
Another plausible means of in-
creasing voter turnoutwould t»e the
dissolution, or at least the extreme
alteration of the Electoral College.
Currently, whichever presidential
candidate wins the popular vote
in a state wins the entirety of that
state's electoral votes—the only
ballots that actually matter in the
presidential election—regardless of
the margin of their victory. Thus,
if a candidate wins California by
a popular vote of51 percent, they
win all 5 5 oftheir electoral votes.To
say the system is imbalanced would
be a significant understatement.
In the 2004 election, Colorado
attempted but failed to pass a law
that would split their electoral
votes based on the state's popular
vote results. While it would have
made little difference, as the state
only accounts for 9 of the total 538
votes, in larger states such a mea-
sure would have a significant im-
pact in the results ofthe presidential
election.
Regardless of the method used to
curb voter enthusiasm in America,
die current disease ofcomplacency
mustbe stopped. Injustice will only
continue to occur and nothing will
ever change politically in the U.S.
ifit is not actively struggled against.
The vote stands today as die last bas-
tion the typical citizen has against
governmental corruption.
Matthew can be reached at
martellm@seattleu.edu
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Some reported facts concerning Sen. Margarita Prentice in the story "Graduate student
waB<ing his way tostate office" published Feb. 13 relied on second-handreporting thatwas
potentially inaccurate. The reporter. JoshuaLynch, inadvertentlystrayed from the objective
perspective we strive for at The Spectator.
In the Feb. 20 Spectator Staff Editorial, there were a few errors regarding CAPS services.
Regular counseling sessions are 46-50minuteslong, and studentsare offeredbrief therapeutic
treatment, usually five or six sessions. Urgent care hours each day are from 11 a.m. and 3
p.m. forstudents who cannotwait for a regularappointment.
backwordspublicsafetyreports
P Prowl22,10:35 p.m.
Public Safety received a report
from a student his truck window
was broken. Public Safety found
someone had broken into the
student's vehicle and a grounds





Public Safety received a report
from an undergrad student who
said he was in the Law School
library and left his wallet and key
sitting on a table while he went
to the restroom. When the stu-




Public Safety and the Seattle
Pi Department received afrom a student that his car
was broken into and the ignition
wires tampered wit. The student




A law studentreceived a spam/e-
-mail that threatened death to the
student if he didn't pay money.
The e-mail's addresses are hid-
den and appear from a foreign
source. The Seattle Police De-
partment and Public Safety are
following up with the student.




Public Safety re-set and cleaned
a residence room smoke detec-
tor that tripped do to dust accu-
mulation.
Medical Assistance
Feb. 24, 2:00 p.m.
Public Safety received a call from
an RA reporting that a student
was vomiting and dehydrated
from having consumed alcohol
the previous night. Public Safety
spoke with the student who re-
quested an escort to a local hos-
pital to get checked out. Public
Safety notified the RHD and
transported the student.
Malicious Mischief
Feb. 24, 5:30 p.m.
Public Safety on patrol found
someone had kicked and
cracked the 2'x 2' sign in front
of the University Advancement
House. Public Safety filed a de-
ficiency report.
Battle of the bands: Band Wars
For more about this years
battle of the bands check,






Andrew Fontana and Alix Isom of Sweet Miss. Jk.
Donnie Stockwell ofThe Nude. jl.
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